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Sale Results
37 Lots Averaged $6,031



How to Bid:
Option 1 - utilize the bms industry-leading order buying 
services. Contact a Bohrson Marketing member and we will bid for you in a professional and confidential 
manner.

Option 2 - bid online with www.DLMS.ca
First time FarmgGate users: 
- First time users will select the REGISTER button from this page. Fill out the registration form to signup for a free user account 
and it allows you to select a username and password for use on all Farm Gate Timed auctions.  (please note due to some of the text 
notification features the FarmGate Time Auction Site requires a new account separate account from your DLMS Live sale site)
- After you create your FarmGate account you will receive a txt message with a pin code to verify your account. 
-  On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we recommend you go to your profile and confirm your notifications are set to YES. 
This allows the site to send you text and/or email notifications when you are out bid and if there is activity on your favourite lots. 

How to Bid in a Timed Auction 
Now that you are logged in and your account phone number / email is verified you are able to bid on an upcoming sale.   Simply find the 
lot you are interested in bidding on.  After you have found the lot there are 2 options for bidding on the lot.
   - Place Next Bid – to place the next bid on the item, you see the amount in the first box, you simply click the “Place Bid” button and after 
you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed. 
   - Max Bid Amount – to place a max bid you put your max bid in the second box listed as “Max Bid” on the item, and then click the “Place 
Bid” button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed as the next bid.  With the Max Bid 
placed the computer will then keep you as the high bidder to the max amount you have placed.  This can be a great feature if you are not 
able to give 100% attention to the sale close out and protect your interest so you do not miss out on any lots you want to purchase.  
The Max Bid amount is completely confidential from the seller during the sale process. 
Example of How the Max Bid Works - If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and you place a proxy bid of $3500 into the system, the computer will 
bid $2100 for you but if some one else bids $2200, the computer will again bid for you, this time at $2300. The system will look after your 
interest to a maximum of $3500. If another bidder is on at $3600, your proxy will no longer be effective and you will no longer have 
the winning bid on this lot without once again logging in and bidding again or moving your attention to a second lot of interest.  Please 
note that in some cases a lot value can change very quickly if 2 max bids are placed on the same lot competing against each other. 

Watch List Feature 
If you have items in multiple auctions or only a few from the same auction that you want to watch with out having to scroll through 
the entire list you can add the lots to your watchlist.  On each lot you will see the “eye” button beside the bid button, by clicking this 
“watchlist” Icon that item is added to your personal watchlist for easy viewing of just your favorite lots in this sale or on the entire site. 

What is Racehorse Style Close?
Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale stays open in extended bidding.  This type of sale allows you as the bidder to change 
to a different lot within the same sale if the bidding has gone in to extended bidding.
How will Extended Bidding works?  When we get to the close out end time the clock for close extends with any bid placed with less 
than 5 min on the clock.  This type of extended bidding turns the end time to more of a soft time. Extended bidding allows bidders to 
compete in lots like a real auction and give all bidders the same time to make a decision.   Always follow the clock to see how much time 
remains in the sale you are interested in. 

Bidding Close & Follow-up 
After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has occurred for 5 min the computer will declare the sale finished. Following the 
close typically within 24 hours of the sale close the sale consignor will contact all winning bidders to arrange payment, transfer 
of pedigrees and delivery/Pick up of your lot.  Or as the winning bidding you can contact the sale consignor / sale manager to confirm 
payment instructions.    
- Please make sure that your account info is up-to-date and correct if you are the winning bidder of a lot as this is how the billing is 
sent to Sale manager and/or Sale consignor.

If you need assistance, contact Mark Shologan - 780.699.5082

}



Location Of Recips
If you would like to view the pregnant recipients prior to sale or arrange for pickup after the sale, they are located 

3 miles north of the corner of RR 283 and HWY 582. The google map location is “51.707008, -113.901860” and feel free to visit 
with Scott Bohrson 403-370-3010 for further info if needed. 

Delivery
We will work with all purchasers to assist in delivery and to get them delivered to central locations throughout Canada, 

feel free to visit with Scott prior to sale on these details. For USA customers, we will cover full costs of paperwork and 
deliver them to a central location on the south side of the border. 
Terms & Conditions

Cattle will sell under the standard terms & conditions put forward from CSA, CAA & BMS. These are available upon request.
Herd Health

Didsbury Vet Services has been our main veterinary service for general herd health. On November 15, the group of recipients all 
received ScourBos 9, Virashield 6, Covexin Plus, Safe Guard & Boss Pour On. 
Guarantee On Live Calf

We appreciate your interest in our pregnant recipients and understand the calf they’re carrying is your focal point in the investment. 
We want your investment to succeed and we stand behind our product as herd health us up to check and we have the utmost confidence 

in the recipient females. We don’t anticipate any issues at all but if you lose the calf between sale day and 24 hours after calving, we 
will offer a full credit on your purchase price of that lot minus $2,500 for the value on the recipient female. This credit can be used in 

future pregnant recipient purchases from Canadian Donors. Please note, we find this scenario is different than buying a purebred bred 
heifer in other sales because the purchaser has their entire lifetime to create a ROI on their purchase even if they unfortunately lose the 
calf whereas your investment in a pregnant recipient is mainly in the calf inside and we want to stand behind that investment.
Sexing Of Calves

This year we decided not to sex the calves at preg checking due to incorrect results from recips brought up from the USA in the past. 
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Scott Bohrson 403 370 3010
Rob Voice 306 270 6082
Taylor Richards 306 821 4169
Martin Bohrson 306 220 7901
JAXON PAYNE 306 830 0456
JAY SIBBALD 403 899 2625
CODY HANEY 403 845 8806

SALE 
INFORMATION

Scott & Rebecca Bohrson

welcome We love the livestock industry and most importantly, the people in it. It truly is what
makes it so enjoyable and even addicting to be involved as the desire to enhance each 

breed with superior genetics alongside your friends is a rewarding task. At Bohrson Marketing Services, our main focus is the 
sales management and that is our #1 target to build our company around and we are fortunate to have a great team surrounding 
us to serve our customers as that truly is our top priority, without a doubt. And Over the years, we have been upfront that we also 
own select cattle through Canadian Donors and we enjoy investing in top genetics to serve as an outlet for potential customers 
to access bloodlines that they maybe wouldn’t be able to access whether it be through embryo sales or this pregnant recipient 
sale. Our investments into recips has also been an asset for sales we run as we have been able to purchase many strong purebred 
females over the years, while bidding on countless others which has kept the sales steady on the back end. These females have 
proven in the past to be wise investments  after carrying an exciting embryo calf. We truly want you to succeed with any purchases 
in this sale and every single recipient that caught to an embryo at our place is on offer and they’re being sold with the most 
confidence. We believe in these genetics and truly think there is something for everyone to acquire and benefit from with a strong 
ROI. If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to our family or any of the BMS Team and we will be glad to assist.  



Sammiehlts

HLTS Sammie is one of the great females that we own and she is a prime example of ideal Simmental cow that we strive to offer the industry. 
We absolutely love the way she looks and even more, the way she produces. The son that she raised in 2020, SVS Rancher was a favourite bull 
to sell in the spring of 2021 for $110,000 who is awesome footed, sound and extremely impressive - one of the best red bulls we have viewed 
in some time. In 2021 she raised an incredible daughter, the $42,000 SVS/CD Sammie 31J that a feature in the Jenna/Rose Event this summer. 
HLTS Sammie also has incredible EPD’s and is in the top 25% for 10/14 of the EPD’s. 
Her mating to the $161,000 Reddington who has been kept exclusive is one of the 
most exciting matings we have ever offered, we can’t wait to see the result of these 
calves down the road. 

RECIP WHIT 309  Due to calve March 4, 2022
HLTS SAMMIE  x  R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H1lo

t

RECIP WHIT 322  Due to calve March 4, 2022
HLTS SAMMIE  x  R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H2lo

t

WS BEEF KING W107
HLTS SAMMIE
BRANT DONT YA LOVE ME

R PLUS VENOM 4006B
R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H

MISS R PLUS 6168D

LOTS 1-2 RECIPS: Both of these recips are coming 3-year-old 
black cows that are good udder, sound and productive. Very happy with the 
hard working cows we purchased from Whittemore. 

One of the great cows in the breed that raised $152,500 in her last 2 calves
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Red Sage

$110,000 Rancher, son of Sammie

$42,500 daughter of Sammie

$9,500  Willerton Simmentals
$9,750  KT RANCHES



506c
Red SageWFL

Sage 506C has become a world-renowned donor cow that has truly been a “great one” in every sense of the meaning. She is special and 
holds a close place to our heart as she has evolved into an incredible breeding piece that knocks them out each and every time, no matter 
how she is bred. She has surpassed a half a million dollars in progeny sales for all that have marketed her progeny. Most notable sons 
would be the $120,000 Betts that is a true breeding legend and the $60,000 Dynasty that was Grand Champion Bull and first calf crop looks 
incredibly good. The 3 recips are all carrying Sage calves out of the exclusive 
Reddington that brought $161,000 that was the talk of the spring in 2021. Often 
referred to as the most exciting and complete red bull the breed has seen in 
some time who stands on a strong foot and backed by a top cow from R Plus. 

one of The most influential cows in the breed and dam of Betts & Dynasty
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RECIP WHIT 343  Due to calve march 4, 2022
WFL RED SAGE 506C  x  R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H3lo

t

RECIP WHIT 329  Due to calve march 4, 2022
WFL RED SAGE 506C  x  R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H4lo

t

R PLUS RELOAD 2006Z \ HP-HOP
WFL RED SAGE 506C
WFL RED SAGE 1003Y

R PLUS VENOM 4006B
R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H

MISS R PLUS 6168D

RECIP WHIT 366  Due to calve march 4, 2022
WFL RED SAGE 506C  x  R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H5lo

t

LOTS 3-5 RECIPS: A trio of Whittemore coming 3 year old cows 
that are angus based and highly maternal. They were good to work with this 
year and raised heavy calves .... very happy with these young cows. 

$120,000 Betts, son of Sage

$60,000 Dynasty, son of Sage

$8,750  DANIEL DE MONTARNAL
$8,750  Chad Eaton
$8,750  KT RANCHES



68f
FrankieCrossroad

Crossroad Frankie 68F is our new red donor that we have big plans for and one that we truly feel will fill in the footsteps of her older 
pen mates, the highly productive WFL Sage 506C and HLTS Sammie. We understand that is a huge statement to put her in the same league 
as those 2 proven powerhouses but we feel she has all the same qualities to be exactly that. We acquired Frankie after purchasing 
the pick of the 2018 Calf Crop from Crossroad Farms and Frankie easily rose to the top when we considered cow family, foot quality, 
udder strength, performance and overall phenotype in one complete package. She was very popular during the summer 2021 tours 
as everyone gravitated to her for her awesome udder, strong feet, huge hip, big body, sleek front end and overall powerful wedge 
dimension that she displays. The matings to Rancher and Reddington will put you ahead of the curve as these exclusive bulls won’t be on 
the open market for a long time. 

RECIP: KHG Splash 44F  Due to calve January 16, 2022
CROSSROAD FRANKIE 68F  x  SVS RANCHER 42H 6lo

t

LOTS 6-9 RECIPS: 
Lot 6 - Coming 4-year-old red baldy purebred Simmental that we bought 
from our good friend, Ken Gilbert. Very nice and productive female that 
you will get the papers on as well. 

Lot 7 - 9 - More of these strong black young coming three-year-old cows 
that are productive, maternal and raised impressive calves on their first 
attempt. 

The up and coming red donor that we feel is on the brink of great things 

RECIP: WHIT 313  Due to calve March 4, 2022
CROSSROAD FRANKIE 68F  x  R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H

RECIP: WHIT 314  Due to calve March 4, 2022
CROSSROAD FRANKIE 68F  x  R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H

7lo
t

8lo
t

RECIP: WHIT 359  Due to calve march 9, 2022
CROSSROAD FRANKIE 68F  x  R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H9lo

t
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MRC SUPREMACY 260B
CROSSROAD FRANKIE 68F
ERIXON LADY 16B \ HP-HOP CC-RC

R PLUS VENOM 4006B
R PLUS REDDINGTON 0143H

MISS R PLUS 6168D

Miss R Plus

MRC SUPREMACY 260B
CROSSROAD FRANKIE 68F
ERIXON LADY 16B \ HP-HOP CC-RC

SVS TYCOON 841F
SVS RANCHER 42H

HLTS SAMMIE

$161,000 Reddington, sire of Lot 7-9

$7,000 ROBB FARMS
$5,500 STEP-N-STONE SIMMENTALS
$5,750 BONCHUK FARMS
$5,250 BONCHUK FARMS



9163g
Miss R Plus

Miss R Plus 9163G rose to the top of one of the very best females that were selected from the highly respected R Plus program. She is 
a prime example of what the R Plus program has built around and why they have been so successful over the years. This great footed, 
strong udder, sound structure and fault free female raised a top end heifer calf at side this year and it is a great sign for things to come. 
Her sire, 5015C is also the sire of the $150,000 Yuma that has taken the breed by storm and semen brought $1,000+ per dose. Her dam, is a 
top female at R Plus with longevity and maternal strength on her side with a true outcross pedigree. The mating to the $110,000 Rancher 
will be a big time cross and these will be among the very first Ranchers born and you’ll be ahead of the curve by investing in these as 
they are sure to be highly sought after genetics. They are sure to be top end calves and have the maternally stacked pedigreee that will 
be profitable for years to come. 

LOTs 10-11 RECIP: The Lot 10 recip, Anchorage Pride 222D raised her own $7,500 & $6,750 sons that both sold to one of the best 
commercial programs in the business, Gehl Ranches. You may wonder Why does she have an embryo in her? I actually am not entirely 
sure as shes good udder, sound footed, good looking cow and obviously highly productive. We got low on recips in April and used almost 
every cow for a recip that wasn’t being flushed. The Lot 11 recip, Anchorage Queen 223D is very similar to the lot 10 recip and these 5 year 
old purebred angus recips are the ideal type that I would send to anyone. 

Awesome feet, strong udder, productive cow family & outcross red baldy genetics
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RECIP: Anchorage Pride 6222  Due to calve January 16, 2022
MISS R PLUS 9163G  x  SVS RANCHER 42H10lot

RECIP: Anchorage Queen 6223  Due to calve january 16, 2022
MISS R PLUS 9163G  x  SVS RANCHER 42H11lo

t

R PLUS 5015C
MISS R PLUS 9163G
MISS GJR 45Y

SVS TYCOON 841F
SVS RANCHER 42H

HLTS SAMMIE
$110,000 Rancher, sire of Lot 6. 10 & 11

$7,750  RUSYLVIA CATTLE & 
LEE SHOLOGAN
$7,250  ROBB FARMS 



48c
Seannamaf

MAF Seanna 48C was the lead off feature female in the first Meadow Acres Sale and is a true donor female with her strong, early production 
record along with her beautiful phenotype. She is from a great cow family, has a beautiful udder, is structurally sound, attractive made 
and has the volume, dimension and muscle to be mated many different ways to different sires and she will come through. This is the prime 
opportunity to acquire strong genetics with this cornerstone donor dam and the exclusive sire, STF Crimson Tide DZ87. Crimson Tide semen was 
exclusively sold with very little going out and and he did a great job breeding. We 
are very high on Seanna 48C and her popularity will continue to grow, especially 
after when you see the feature heifer in the Meadow Acres Dispersal that they got 
from an embryo purchase. These genetics absolutely work and we are keen to see 
this calf in the summer of 2022 as it is sure to be a cool one. 

RECIP DRI 819  Due to calve january 16, 2022
MAF SEANNA 48C  x  STF CRIMSON TIDE DZ8712lot

NUG Royal Red 324A
MAF Seanna 48C
IPU Ms. Bartender 89Z

CDI RIMROCK 325Z
STF CRIMSON TIDE DZ87

STF MISS ZW87

LOT 12 RECIP: Strong red bacldy 4-year-old recip female that we 
received from Davis Rairdan, she is a good female. 

Seanna is one of the beautiful and highly productive red cows in the industry
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MAF Seanna 129J - daughter of 48C

MAF MR 167J - Son of 48C

Erika

$4,500  RIVER POINT CATTLE CO



748e
Erika

HOMOZYGOUS POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH DONOR, WJS Erika 748E is the exact donor cow we want to build around and make more of as she checks 
off every box. She is perfect udder, strong footed, broody made and raised an impressive heifer calf that is destined to follow in her 
donor dams footsteps. We truly think the world of this donor and she is a personal farm favourite who has the full potential to increase 
profitability for everyone that utilizes her genetics. She has raised an $8,500 calf and even though she isn’t as giving with her embryo 
production, when calves arrive from 748E they are always at the very top end. 
She does so much right with phenotype and genotype plus also lands in the top 
50% for 12 of the 14 EPD’s and this homo polled female is powerful and top 3% 
for ww, top 4% for yw, top 2% for milk, top 10% for mce and top 1% for mww. The 
matings to Viper will be huge time and we expect greatness to ensue. 

LOTs 14-15 RECIP: Note, Lot 14 recip is a purebred simmental 
bred heifer that is Westgold breeding throughout. Very good female 
that you can invest in with confidence. Lot 15 is a good looking red 
commercial female that was sent to us from the USA, one of the best 
looking cows at our place in long grass - note, she does roll on her 
back right foot but doesnt effect her and she raised the heaviest calf 
last fall. 

homo polled fleck that is perfect udder, strong footed, beautiful & highly productive

RECIP: BOHRS SPLASH 0305  Due to calve January 16, 2022
WJS ERIKA 748E  x  ANCHOR D VIPER 103W14lot

RECIP:  Yackley 760  Due to calve FEBRUARY 21, 2022
WJS ERIKA 748E  x  ANCHOR D VIPER 103W15lo

t

ANCHOR D RAPTOR 392C
WJS ERIKA 748E
PHS YOUR CHOICE

DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W

PRL LOPEZ 147L

ULTRA Eliza 749E, full sib to 748E

ANCHOR D VIPER 103W 

WJS

$6,500  CLEARWATER SIMMENTALS
$6,500  CLEARWATER SIMMENTALS



9236g
Miss R Plus

We are fortunate to purchase the pick at R Plus with our good friend, Quinn Wilson this spring as a $30,000 sale feature. 9236G rose to the 
top as our selection as she combined an awesome pedigree, phenotype to burn and had a stout and impressive baldy bull calf at side. She is 
very fertile and flushed well this spring but unfortunately got hurt and that is why she didn’t make it in the Wilson Dispersal catalogue. 
Regardless, she is a special breeding piece that has a tonne of future as her sire is the famous 5015C and the bottom side is a beautiful 
donor. Jetstream Bright N Classy was a past Royal Grand Champion Female and is awesome udder, big bodied, powerful and ideal in her 
design. The matings to the $110,000 Rancher will be among the first to hit the ground and combining Sammie and Bright N Classy will be a 
big time combination with endless possibilities on ROI. 

RECIP: 3040  Due to calve January 20, 2022
MISS R PLUS 9236G  x  SVS RANCHER 42H16lot

Our pick of the R Plus 2019 born females with a stacked pedigree and great look

RECIP: COME AS U R HOLLY 903G  Due to calve January 20, 2022
MISS R PLUS 9236G  x  SVS RANCHER 42H

RECIP: MDR 7G  Due to calve FEBRUARY 26, 2022
MISS R PLUS 9236G  x  SVS RANCHER 42H

17lot

18lot
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R PLUS 5015C
MISS R PLUS 9236G
JETSTREAM BRIGHT N CLASSY

SVS TYCOON 841F
SVS RANCHER 42H

HLTS SAMMIE

LOTS 16-18 RECIPS: 
Lot 16 - This is a good footed, solid udder, red commercial cow that raised 
the heaviest ET bull calf in her last attempt

Lot 17 - I can highly recommend this coming 3-year-old purebred simmental 
to anyone. She is very good and checks off all the boxes, buy with confidence.

Lot 18 - We picked up a few breds from our friends, the Maders and snuck this 
high quality Rio Grande daughter out. I don’t expect the purchaser to use her 
as a recip going forward as she is strong quality and sells with papers. 

Bright N Classy, Dam of 9236G

$6,750  GREENWOOD CATTLE &  
BLACK GOLD SIMMENTALS
$7,000  MUD BUTTE SIMMENTALS
$6,250  CIRCLE G SIMMENTALS



8465F
Missmrl

Our pick of MRL Sale 2 falls ago was 8465 and she is everything you can ask for in a young donor female. Her first bull calf brought $10,500 
and we rank 8465F feet as near perfect, she is strong udder and extremely fertile. In the MRL catalog, Lee McMillen said that 8465F was “the 
most admired heifer in the pen” and “phenotypically we have never sold one much better”. We guarantee we are just seeing the tip of the 
iceberg on what she will produce and the mating to Caliber will be explosive. Caliber is a big time herd bull that commanded $150,000 this 
spring to KT Ranches & Canadian Sires and was kept exclusive with only semen selling to LaBatte & Lewis. We think Caliber is certain to be 
one of the prominent breeding bulls in the industry going forward. 

$150,000 RF CALIBER 014G

Perfect feet, strong udder and highly productive young donor with a bright future

MRL BLACK TOP 127A
MRL Miss 8465F 
MRL MISS 5310C

NGDB STRUCTURE 34D 
RF CALIBER 014G

NGDB STRUCTURE 34D 
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RECIP: AND 77  Due to calve FEBRUARY 5, 2022
MRL MISS 8465F  x  RF CALIBER 014G

RECIP: AND 80  Due to calve FEBRUARY 5,  2022
MRL MISS 8465F  x  RF CALIBER 014G

19lot

20lo
t

RECIP: WHIT 318  Due to calve FEBRUARY 21, 2022
MRL MISS 8465F  x  RF CALIBER 014G21lot

RECIP: AND 74  Due to calve FEBRUARY 23, 2022
MRL MISS 8465F  x  RF CALIBER 014G22lo

t

RECIP: MADER HENRIETTA 128G  Due to calve FEBRUARY 5,  2022
MRL MISS 8465F  x  RF CALIBER 014G23lot

LOTS 19-23 RECIPS: 
Lot 19-22 - These are more angus based coming three-year-old females 
bought from Anderson Cattle and Chase Whittfield that we are very happy 
with. Maternal made and strong footed cattle. 

Lot 23 - The Mader breds we picked up last fall worked out great and this is 
a strong quality female. IPU 52N POCAHONTAS 215U, KWA MS ROCK 22Z, LRX MS 
ACE 10X & ERIXON LADY 202S are all represented in her pedigree and influential 
donors in the breed. 

$4,900 ERIXON SIMMENTALS
$4,900 HOEGL LIVESTOCK
$4,600 CURTIS SIMMENTALS
$6,000 SUN RISE SIMMENTALS



8047
Joy’s EleganceCD

Here is the next generation donor on offer from one of the foundation females at Canadian Donors, the Joys Elegance cow 
family. Many progressive programs across the industry are building their own Joy cow families and have enjoyed success 
with these genetics; here is your chance to build your own. This Stepping Stone female exemplifies the best physical qualities 
of both sides of her pedigree while bringing forward an impressive EPD profile and API over 145. We think this is a cool 
opportunity and this will be the last genetics we sell off the strong 8047 
donor as we sold her in the Flirt Sale to Brendale Acres from Ontario. She 
has a bright future and feel the mating to Stimulus will be ideal as we are 
combining many of the very best maternal bloodlines in the business with 
Joy, Hope Floats, Jenna and Flirt.

RECIP WHIT 331  Due to calve FEBRUARY 23, 2022
CD JOY’S ELEGANCE 8047  x  RF/RUST STIMULUS 610D24lot

WS STEPPING STONE B44
CD JOYS ELEGANCE 8047
AJE/JF ANT JOYS ELEGANCE

TNGL GRAND FORTUNE Z467
RF/RUST STIMULUS 610D

RF NOT JUST A FLIRT 404B

LOT 24 RECIP: Another strong coming three-year-old cow that 
is right in her type. Whittemore has bought top bulls from Arda & Ultra 
and we like this group of recips.

Stacked maternal pedigree that is loaded with predictability and marketability
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Joys Elegance, maternal grandam

Flirt 404B, Paternal Grandam

$4,600  PETERS SIMMENTALS



The historic U2 Ranch Dispersal saw many influential donors sell throughout the world but as we studied the program closely throughout 
the entire year, Mabel 60A rose to the top as the specific donor we needed to acquire to boast our Red Angus donor division. Her embryos by 
Blue Collar were the high selling embryo package in the sale and she is a never miss cow and a herd sire producer who has raised the $46,000 
Genex sire Malbec 195D and the $16,000 Anchor 1 sire Merlot 266F.  The Copenhagen daughters were features of the dispersal and consistently 
some of the nicest made, most balanced females on offer.  60A herself has a ton 
of style, presence, and overall quality combined with impeccable udder and foot 
structure. With Genesis not producing semen and next to no inventory, he has been 
taken off the open market as supplies are scarce and the calves are extremely 
good ... Here is a big time opportunity. 

The dam of the $46,000 Malbec and mated to the exclusive Genesis 103G
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RECIP: WHIT 374  Due to calve FEBRUARY 15, 2022
RED U-2 MABEL 60A  x  RED U2 GENESIS 103G 

RECIP: WHIT 362  Due to calve FEBRUARY 15, 2022
RED U-2 MABEL 60A  x  RED U2 GENESIS 103G 

RECIP: WHIT 307  Due to calve FEBRUARY 21, 2022
RED U-2 MABEL 60A  x  RED U2 GENESIS 103G 

RECIP: WHIT 328  Due to calve FEBRUARY 21, 2022
RED U-2 MABEL 60A  x  RED U2 GENESIS 103G28lo
t

RED MINBURN COPENHAGEN 3Y 
RED U-2 MABEL 60A
RED U-2 MABEL 7061T

RED HOWE MAGNUM 169W
RED U2 GENESIS 103G

RED U-2 LAKOTA 54B

26lot

27lot

25lo
t

60a
MabelRed U-2

$46,000 Malbec, son of Mabel 60A

$16,000 Merlot, son of Mabel 60A
LOT 25-28 RECIPS: These are from the good group of coming 
3-year-olds that raised strong calves and have a lifetime ahead of them. 

$4,800 SUNBERRY VALLEY RANCH
$4,600 MAVV FARMS INC
$4,500 SUNBERRY VALLEY RANCH
$4,500 SUNBERRY VALLEY RANCH



674d
Forever LadyBlair’s

Blairs Forever Lady 674D was among our the very best to sell at Blairs.Ag and was a feature cow that we were happy to invest in with KT Ranches 
as one of the high sellers that day. She raised an impressive South Point bull calf this year that was a standout throughout the summer in 
the donor pasture and has proven her worth as she is the ideal Angus type. This tank, good looking, strong udder, good footed, beauty of a 
cow was mated with one of the most exciting bulls in the business, Coleman Triumph 9145. We have always been a huge fan of Triumph as his 
dam is incredible in her design and after we went to Colemans in October and saw 
2 full sisters to Triumph, we are certain he will be a special breeding bull. Those 
2 awesome females brought $375,000 and $150,000 both for 1/2 interest and they 
were something to be jacked up about. Invest in these matings as we offer every 
recip and don’t hold any back, if we did, these would be at the top. 

RECIP: AND 64  Due to calve FEBRUARY 5, 2022
BLAIR’S FOREVER LADY 674D  x  COLEMAN TRIUMPH 914529lot

RECIP: AND 79  Due to calve FEBRUARY 5, 2022
BLAIR’S FOREVER LADY 674D  x  COLEMAN TRIUMPH 914530lo

t

DUFF NAPOLEON 232
BLAIR’S FOREVER LADY 674D
DWS BC FOREVER LADY 986

oleman Bravo 6313
Coleman Triumph 9145

Lawsons Chloe C815

LOTS 29-30 RECIPS: A pair of coming three-year-old angus 
females that were bought at the top of the Anderson Customer Appreciation 
Sale last December. Young cows that are correct in their design. 

Awesome cow that flat out produces and is mated to the incredible Triumph sire
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$225,000 Coleman Triumph 9145

$750,000 full sister to Triumph - 9275

$4,850  JONATHAN GRUNERT
$4,950  CSI ANGUS



Blairs Dixie Erica 670D is a personal favourite donor and one that combines an awesome wedge shape phenotype with a stacked pedigree. 
She is impressively big hipped, heavy muscled, level topped, soft middled, smooth shouldered and erect fronted with a sleek neck and 
pretty head. She is good udder and sound footed while being extremely athletic, she is a high quality individual and one that is a special 
breeding piece. The Dixie Erica cow family is one of the most famous within the breed and it is females like this on why they have become 
so popular. The mating with Emerald will make an explosive cross and one that 
will put you ahead of the curve as he is a sire about to take off within the breed. 
The largest sire group at Brooking in 2022 will be Emerald and that shows the 
confidence they have in what he will be able to do in the industry. Here is a 
chance to get the first genetics on the great Emerald!

LOT 31 RECIP: Another strong coming three-year-old angus cow 
that is sound, maternal and  raised one of the heaviest calves at side this 
summer. 

combining one of the most explosive angus donors with the emerald ... huge roi opportunity
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RECIP: WHIT 335   Due to calve MARCH 4, 2022
BLAIR’S DIXIE ERICA 670D  x  BROOKING EMERALD 917931lo

t

DUFF NAPOLEON 232
BLAIR’S DIXIE ERICA 670D
DUFF BL 512 DIXIEERICA 012

S A V RENOVATION 6822
BROOKING EMERALD 9179

BROOKING BEAUTY 6051

670d
Dixie EricaBlair’s

$94,500 Brooking Emerald 9179

Brooking Beauty 6051, dam of Emerald

$4,700  BROOKING ANGUS



239a
PriscillaPeak Dot

Ourselves at Canadian Donors had the opportunity to go into the Peak Dot program and select donors from the very top of their 
progressive herd and Peak Dot Priscilla 239A was our top pick. She is a true beef cow that you want to duplicate and have a pasture full 
of as she is so maternal in her type with an attractive front end, nice head, huge barrel, level top, strong udder and good feet while being 
athletic and sound. This big hipped female has natural shape and muscle throughout and has not only been a good looking individual 
but a highly productive donor. We think Guarantee has a world of future ahead 
of him and with his limited semen arriving in Canada this spring, this will be 
your chance to get one of the first calves born in Canada from him. We pride 
ourselves on sourcing the best cow families in the business and Priscilla 239A 
is most certainly one of them. 

RECIP: HLC FUTURE MARKER 380F  Due to calve JANUARY 5, 2022
PEAK DOT PRISCILLA 239A  x  CRAWFORD GUARANTEE 9137 32lot

VISION UNANIMOUS 1418
PEAK DOT PRISCILLA 239A
PRISCILLA OF PEAK DOT 695X

CONNEALY PAYRAISE
CRAWFORD GUARANTEE 9137 

CRAWFORD MS ARMORY D40

LOTS 32 RECIPS: First Class, Classen, 004, Freedom 104, Final 
Answer are all represented in this coming 4-year-old registered female 
that is very nice in her type. 

Priscilla 239A is a picture perfect donor that is mated with the popular Guarantee
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Peak Dot Eliminator 77C, Son of 239A

Sire of embryo calf - guarantee

$5,000  Arden Wray



247c
MiaPeak Dot

Peak Dot Mia 247C is the ideal donor and one that needs to be invested in with confidence as she is extremely fertile and can raise big 
time progeny. The Unanimous cattle flat our produce and 247C is among the very best donors at Peak Dot and raised a personal favourite 
bull to sell in 2021, the $35,000 Peak Dot Newfound 247C. He was extremely stout, hairy, big hipped, good looking, strong footed and he 
would’ve got many of those qualities from his dam. He was large scrotal and fertility runs deep in the genetics as 247C is one of the 
top embryo producing donors we flushed this summer at Canadian Donors and 
we did just shy of 30 in total. Peak Dot supplied semen on their exciting and 
exclusive new sire, the $40,000 Ellingson Big River 0052 that was a standout in 
the 2021 Ellingson Sale. These are exciting matings and definitely ones that will 
flat out work. 

Dam of one of the most exciting bulls to sell in 2021, the $35,000 peak dot profound 83h
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RECIP: WHIT 306  Due to calve MARCH 4, 2022
PEAK DOT MIA 247C  x  ELLINGSON BIG RIVER 005233lot

RECIP: WHIT 323  Due to calve MARCH 4, 2022
PEAK DOT MIA 247C  x  ELLINGSON BIG RIVER 005234lo

t

VISION UNANIMOUS 1418
PEAK DOT MIA 247C
MIA OF PEAK DOT 316Y

Ellingson Three Rivers 8062
Ellingson Big River 0052

EA Blackcap 4053

$35,000 PDAR 83H, son of 247C

Ellingson Big River 0052

LOT 33 & 34 RECIPS: These Angus based 2019 born females 
raised strong calves in their first attempt and were very fertile when 
breeding back to carry these embryos, 

$4,700  NYK CATTLE CO
$4,500  NYK CATTLE CO



541b
HeatherPeak Dot

Peak Dot Heather 541B is an impressive looking donor that is a big 
time producer that has raised many feature bulls in years past 
and daughters retained at Peak Dot at the top of their program. The 
successful progeny that this donor has produced over multiple sires 
is a true testament to her breeding capabilities. She is awesome udder, 
good footed, big hipped, well balanced, attractive fronted and has 
that true maternal look. We think the world of Guarantee and that 
will be a big time mating with 541B. 

RECIP: J SQUARE S KARAMA 943G  Due to calve JANUARY 5, 2022
PEAK DOT HEATHER 541B  x  CRAWFORD GUARANTEE 9137 35lot

PEAK DOT PROOF 1066X
PEAK DOT HEATHER 541B
HEATHER OF PEAK DOT 850X

CONNEALY PAYRAISE
CRAWFORD GUARANTEE 9137 

CRAWFORD MS ARMORY D40

LOT 35 RECIP: Lute, Tiger, Density and the Karama cow family all 
wrapped up in a high quality young female. We like this one an awful lot and 
for good reason, we confidently can send this type of female anywhere and 
is carrying an exciting calf., 

Powerful and beautifully constructed donor that is a potent breeding piece
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Peak Dot No Doubt 153F, son of 541B

Peak Dot Colossal 1073G, son of 541B

Peak Dot Roughrider 1113H, son of 541B

Peak Dot Attractive 371H, son of 541B

Peak Dot Colossal 1056G, son of 541B

Peak Dot Roughrider 1071G, son of 541B

$4,900  JONATHAN GRUNERT



HF Miss Blackcap 58F was THE PICK OF THE 2018 HAMILTON CALF CROP! HF Blackcap 58F was our pick of the entire calf crop and from the 
breed leading Hamilton Farms program. With so many options from a great set of cattle, 58F risen to the top and checked off all the 
boxes to invest with confidence that we are getting a future great one. After our pick, it was rewarding to hear the feedback from the 
Hamilton family in a conversation at Denver that she was their pick as well and know she is designed for a bright future. Her first calf 
by President is a stud and one that has so much quality and further proved the 
great breeding potential of this female. Her mating to Bloodline will surely be 
rewarding and we can’t wait to travel and visit the succesful purchaser next 
summer and viewing this exciting calf. 

LOT 36 RECIP: This is one of my very favourite recips in our 
program and I would send her with confidence to anyone. 

blackcap 58f was our pick of herd at Hamilton Farms & mated to the exciting bloodline
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RECIP: 23   Due to calve January 3, 2022
HF MISS BLACKCAP 58F  x  S A V BLOODLINE 957836lot

HA COWBOY UP 5405
HF MISS BLACKCAP 58F
HF MISS BLACKCAP 228B

S A V RAINFALL 6846
S A V BLOODLINE 9578
S A V EMBLYNETTE 2369

58f
Miss BlackcapHF

$250,000 S A V Bloodline 9578

S A V Emblynette 2369, dam of bloodline

$7,250 Wauter Valley Ranch



7178
AbigaleMTC

The Abigale cow family is one of the most famous and prolific at Schaff Angus Valley and one of the most influential in the breed.  If you 
search the cow families on the SAV website you will nearly go dizzy trying to keep track of all the strong Abigales that are pictured and it is a 
name you hear over and over at the annual SAV sale.  At the 2018 Brooking Invitational sale, Mitch and Jodie Campbell offered this double bred 
Abigale female in a Bismarck, Net Worth, 5175 package and we acquired her as the top selling bred heifer that day.  She has matured as expected 
with our high expectations and joined our donor roster.  We feel the mating to OCC 
Legacy 839L will be an awesome mating and his semen has brought $1,000+/dose. We 
don’t guarantee sexing of calves but if you’re reading this long footnote, I will tip 
you off and let you know the vet stated the 31C recip is carrying a heifer calf and 
the 551G recip wasn’t sexed. 

RECIP: RIVERSTONE ELSA ERICA 31C  Due to calve JANUARY 21, 2022
MTC ABIGALE 7178  x  O C C LEGACY 839L37lot

RECIP: HLC JUDY 551G  Due to calve FEBRUARY 28, 2022
MTC ABIGALE 7178  x  O C C LEGACY 839L38lo

t

S A V BISMARCK 5682
MTC ABIGALE 7178
S A V ABIGALE 9144

O C C ECHELON 857E
O C C LEGACY 839L

O C C DIXIE ERICA 960E

LOTS 37-38 RECIPS: Firstly, I know we gone and messed up when 
we implanted an embryo in the Lot 37 recip, 31C. But before we accessed the 
package of 26 Whittemore pairs, we were very short on recips and were 
utilizing any strong cow we weren’t flushing. 31C raised a $11,000 natural 
daughter and she herself is a high quality cow. She will sell with papers 
and never needs to receive an embryo again. Lot 38 recip is a strong coming 
3-year-old papered female that has unanimous & net worth and did a great 
job on her first calf. 2 very strong cows here that both sell with papers. 

great maternal pedigrees are lined up with legacy 839L, bismarck & abigale
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OCC Legacy 839L

$11,000 daughter of Lot 37 recip

$7,000  TYLER WRAY
$5,500  Arden Wray



1121 is a beast of a production female that always cranks them out and she is a crowd favorite for all that have ever laid eyes 
on her.  She is the typical Bismarck female that has an awesome phenotype with a strong udder and the kind you want a pasture 
full of.  Definitely one of our favorite up and coming donors with extra muscle shape and extremely easy fleshing.  She has been 
productive and raised a high selling son at $11,000 for Anchorage in 2020 with another son topping the sale again in 2021. The 
mating to Atlantis will give you marketability as his semen has been off 
the market and very difficult to find. His calf reports are awesome from 
visiting with my friends in Montana and can’t wait to see his calves born 
north of the border. His mating to 1121 will definitely click and ROI will be 
prolific.

LOT 39 RECIP: This 2020 born female came from the lead 
commercial pen at the Anderson Bull Sale and is nicely made.

we love the 1121 donor & combined with Atlantis will be among the most exciting matings in the sale
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RECIP: 28   Due to calve January 16, 2022
EXAR TRAVELER 1121  x  SQUARE B ATLANTIS 806039lo

t

S A V BISMARCK 5682
EXAR TRAVELER 1121
WCR MISS TRAVELER K225

S A V RAINFALL 6846
SQUARE B ATLANTIS 8060
ELBANNA OF CONANGA 1209

1121
TravelerEXAR

Square B Atlantis 8060

$11,000 son of EXAR Traveler 1121

$4,900  BELVIN ANGUS



9202
Lady BlasterLinz

9202 has a stacked pedigree and is backed by outstanding EPD’s landing her in the top 1% for WW, YW, CW, HPG, Milk; the top 10% or better for 
Angle, Marbling, REA, MH, MW, CBi; and very good across the board for a powerful pedigree with carcass value represented. 9202 did a great 
job on her first calf and we flushed her successfully this summer to leading bulls in the industry for number profiles and phenotype. We 
did 9202 to the huge spread bull, Crawford Guarantee that has extra style, presence and an EPD profile that is incredibly unique. It is hard 
to combine EPD’s, pedigree and phenotype but 9202 does it well and Guarantee will 
add to the excitement. 

RECIP: AND 61  Due to calve FEBRUARY 26, 2022
LINZ LADY BLASTER 453-9202  x  CRAWFORD GUARANTEE 913 40lot

BRUNS BLASTER
LINZ LADY BLASTER 453-9202
RB LADY DENVER 167-453

CONNEALY PAYRAISE
CRAWFORD GUARANTEE 9137 

CRAWFORD MS ARMORY D40

LOT 40 RECIPS: ANother strong younf coming three-year-old 
black commercial female. We are very happy with these young recips. 

Awesome epd backed by a strong donor & mated with the most exciting new bull in the breeed
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Crawford Guarantee 9137

Anchorage Lady Blaster 0444, daughter

Projected EPD’s for resulting calf
ce 5.0   bw 2.1   ww 89   yw 162   sc 0.62   doc 26   mce 8   milk 32   
claw 0.53   angle 0.45   cw 77   marb 0.7   rea 0.72   fat 0.035 

Out of Sale



Go Go GirlClarks KS

Awesome EPD’s on both sides of the resulting calf plus 2 absolutely awesome phenotype individuals that are backed by stacked pedigrees. 
We have been investing in the best Limousin donors out there and we look forward to adding more in the future. We look forward to 
seeing the success that Go Go Girl has in the near future. Her picture speaks volumes and she is backed by numbers that land her in the 
top 35% of the breed for 14 of the 15 EPD’s, a true curve bender. B Bar Stetson was a $19,000 sale feature and he himself is in the top 45% of 
11 of the 15 EPD’s, another curve bender. We think this is an exciting mating and 
you can invest with confidence. 

LOT 41 RECIP: A red commercial recip cow that came up from 
Transova in South Dakota and raised a heavy calf last fall. Note, she is 
an outsider cow that needs some room but has done a great job with her 
production thus far. 

Beautiful udder, strong footed, great designed limo donor mated for profitability with Stetson
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RECIP: transova 796   Due to calve FEBRUARY 5, 2022
CLARKS KS GO GO GIRL  x  B BAR STETSON 35H41lot

NEWLIFE EASTON
CLARKS KS GO GO GIRL
CLARKS EMBRACE

RPY PAYNES CRACKER 17E
B-BAR STETSON 35H

B BAR KARISMA 57E
B Bar Stetson 35H

Karisma 57E, dam of Stetson

Out of Sale
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